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WIRELESS INNOVATION GROUP (WIG) MULTI-CARRIER ANTENNA SHARING
WIG’s advanced wideband antenna solutions are unparalleled in delivering the highest bandwidth and
gain possible. Our antenna solution in the fixed mobile space, for example, enables customers to meet
all current and future cellular (GSM, LTE, 3G, 4G, 5G) and Wi-Fi requirements in a single antenna. In
this way, one antenna covers the frequency range from 600 MHz to 2.7 GHz. Our customers derive
real-world benefits from improved performance through wider bandwidth, higher gain, and lower
VSWR compared to competing solutions. Because these gains are achieved with a single antenna
rather than multiple antennas, customers further enjoy reduced acquisition and installation costs.
With patented WIG antenna technology, it is now possible to
share our physical antenna infrastructure with multiple carriers
across different frequencies for mobile phone transmission, cell
site telco transport connectivity, point-to-point corporate high
speed data, public service frequencies, city-wide Wi-Fi
networks, and many other purposes.
These multiple element, wide-band frequency antennas
present several potential business cases. One example would
be to offer an antenna swap with the top of the pole carrier in
exchange for discount in their ongoing rent and agreement to
allow antenna share that does not impact their performance. It
would be possible to then offer an antenna-share collocation
opportunity to either new tenants (without additional antennas
installed on tower) or an opportunity for existing carriers on tower
to share the top location for additional rent (with or without removing their existing antennas).

VALUE-ADD BENEFITS:
 Lower Cost, Lower Energy, and Lower Weight.

 32 times more capacity for data.

 Greater Bandwidth / Reduced Interference.

 Location information for emergency situations.

 Panel antennas with multiple radio support.

 Increased data rates and overall system capacity.

 Greater coverage area for each cell site.

 A single antenna with multiple radio support.

 Better rejection of co-channel interference.

 A multi-element array with multiple radio support

 Reduced multipath interference via increased
directionality.

 An omni-direction antenna with multiple radio
support.

 Increased frequency reuse with fewer base
stations.

 Greater range in rural areas / Reduction in
dropped calls.
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WIG's technology is particularly useful for stealth tower infrastructure since some can only allow a
single antenna height to be installed. These single antenna array cellular sites were previously also
limited to a single wireless carrier. With the new WIG antennas, the single antenna array can support
multiple carriers. New carriers can collocate on existing stealth sites after swapping to WIG antennas.
Images below include some stealth site examples (monocactus, lightpole, monument, monopalms,
church-themed sites, Italian Cypress, three crosses, flagpole, monopine, or antennas in custom
structure, etc.).

As technology progresses, E-911, 5G, etc., mobile phone carriers would often like to add antennas or
increase antenna size on structures already at the maximum structural capacity. The costs for
structural analysis and structural re-enforcement are massive and the upgrades may still not be
sufficient to add the desired antennas, microwave dishes, plus cables and other necessary
infrastructure. If a site cannot be upgraded, carriers must either utilize a different structure or take
down the site and re-build, which is particularly difficult logistically with existing carriers on the
structure. Oftentimes, a site takedown is not allowed due to the current facility being an existing nonconforming use structure. Zoning rules frequently change and progress to be more stringent. Sites
that do not meet the current zoning regulations cannot have changes made without complying with
the current restrictive zoning code.
When existing sites cannot accommodate further expansion, carriers must build a new structure.
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Excluding carrier ground equipment, a new telecom structure and the process for site development
can cost well over $100,000 and take more than one year to accomplish (many desired sites are never
approved due to area restrictions or ongoing legal battles).

NEW SITES REQUIRE:


Further radio frequency (RF) engineering and design.



Potential RF intermodulation studies if close to
existing third-party sites (some cities don’t allow new
sites near existing sites).



Negotiation of a ground lease with property owner
(sometimes exceedingly difficult or impossible if
landlord unwilling to lease).



Ground survey & development of architectural
engineering plans.



State Historical Preservation Organization (SHPO)
application and approval (can be extended process
and may be denied).



Environmental/NEPA studies and potential Phase 2
remediation.



Soil density analysis as required to determine appropriate foundation for new telecom site.



Availability determination for power and telco connectivity to affect overall design and tower
height.



Review/interpret/comply with regional zoning code, submittal of application, change requests,
etc.



Entitlement processing and approval (sometimes with strong/organized legal opposition and
appeals) that may require public notice, city planning commission, city council meeting, other
publicly attended review process, open vote of those on a board, and potential ongoing
litigation.



Adherence to any zoning conditions of approval, oftentimes with construction bond
requirements.



Building permit application, plan check review, updates to CAD drawings, GC pulls building
permit.



Construction processes for many sites are difficult due to limited vehicular access and remote
sites may not have local power or telco connectivity available nearby.
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o Lack of local power either requires extension of the closest available power with new
power poles, possibility of more environmental issues, including potential electrical
infrastructure upgrades, or alternative power such as a combination of generator, solar,
wind, and batteries.
o Lack of local telco connectivity back to the phone company LEC (local exchange carrier)
will require a microwave (MW) design to connect to another site with telco available.
Microwave dishes must be added at both sites (again, may be issue with structural
capacity at remote site and could require the majority of the leasing/zoning/BP/etc.
steps listed above at “donor” telco site(s), as well – sometimes more than one MW hop
is required to get telco connectivity).

WI-FI SPECTRUM
Besides cellular applications, WIG antennas can include Wi-Fi frequency spectrum allowing for a
network of Wi-Fi coverage throughout a community or across a city. Several DAS (distributed antenna
system) solutions were installed across cities over the past 10 years. There are many successful DAS
installations in high density locations such as shopping malls, stadiums, downtown areas, etc. These
installations can also benefit from WIG antenna upgrades and sharing.
Some of the DAS network installations were negotiated, installed, and then abandoned by the
companies installing the solution (Metricom Ricochet, Teligent, municipal Wi-Fi networks across the
country, etc.). There is an opportunity for someone to make good on the undelivered promises for
publicly available Wi-Fi in a way that can also solve a problem for the mobile phone companies. The
result could be an exceedingly profitable business taking over existing agreements on municipal light
poles while allowing cellular companies to share sites in the areas the areas they desperately need
improved coverage (communities and difficult to reach surface streets).
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